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Medals in Vietnam . . it's better to be an officer
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'Going my way?'

Opinion and analysis

No middle ground
From The Economist
No one with much personal experience
of the Vietnam war pricked up his ears
for very long at the news of President
Nixon's ceasefire offer. The old Saigon
hand who immediately remarked that
ceasefires had become unenforceable in
1918, when trench warfare went out of
vogue, expressed the public mood very
accurately. So far as Saigon is concerned, it is an unrewarding academic
exercise to speculate about possible
methods of international supervision,
To begin with, there are no plausible
means of effective supervision. There
are no front lines in South Vietnam. The
only place where anything remotely
resembling a shooting war is going on is
up in the north, on either side of the
border between the I and II Corps areas.
In the rest of the II Corps area a hit-andrun war is being waged that is painfully
inconclusive and has left the communists in command of a considerable
part of the terrain.
Farther south, the government clearly
has the upper band; Even the most
hostile observers have conceded that
mere has been a remarkable increase in
prosperity and security over most of the
Mekong delta since 1968 and" that
disappointments, like the failure to
distribute much of the rice surplus effectively, have been due to maladministration rather than enemy
harassment
There are really two kinds of war now
going on in the south of South Vietnam: a
government drive to encircle and
overwhelm old communist redoubts like
Kien Hoa, An Xuyen, and the Seven
Mountains region of Chau Doc, and an
essentially police and civilian effort to
root out the surviving Vietcong infrastructure in the villages. This latter
may eventually prove decisive.
It is difficult to convey to the outsider
just how total the war in Vietnam has
become. It may still be true that the
delta peasant will give his undynamic
support to whoever will let him go on
planting his paddy in reasonable
security. But government policy has
recently been to draw more and more of
the civilian population into the war
through agencies like the People's SelfDefence Force (which works according
to the very American precept that
"every good citizen deserves a gun").

Today, an able-bodied Vietnamese tends
to be either a communist cadre, a
combatant or a double agent. How could
a few Swedish officers, flown into Phong
Dinh, determine whether the Vietcong
had used the ceasefire to Infiltrate
cadres back into a "secure" village? But
that, too, is part of the war.
President Nixon spoke of the ceasefire
with only a hint of the shape of the final
settlement for Indochina. Yet a
ceasefire, inadequately policed and
dishonestly observed (as it would he),
would be worth attempting only if a
settlement were within sight. Otherwise
one falls back to debating which side the
ceasefire would benefit. And that is very
debatable. So far as Vietnam is concerned, it must be pointed out that the
allied forces would be much more
subject to control. Movements of
communist forces would be harder to
track.

and that he took responsibility for what
had happened.
"It was the system that went wrong,
Colonel Newman said.
Experts Were Summoned
Private Olstad has said that he did not
know of any other example where a
general officer had received a medal for
acts that an enlisted man devised.
Describing the evening of Oct. 4, he
said that he and Specialist 4 George
Tillinghast 3d had been summoned
because they were the experts in
drafting and processing awards.
Private Olstad said his job was to
polish, or rewrite recommendations
based on eyewitness statements, usually
endorsed at company, brigade and
battalion level in the division. SjwctaUst
Tillinghast handles special awards and
knows the files.
"That night I was at a party," Private
Olstad said, when I am called in by
Mineweaser. He doesn't know how to do
it so I become inspirational and
Napoleonic. Tillinghast goes into the
files and pulls out stuff."
Specialist Trent said that Captain
Mineweaser had told them to make the
citation for something during the
Cambodian operation.
Specialist Trent said, "Tillinghast told
Captain Mineweaser that he was against
it but he was no insubordinate, he only
suggested that the office refuse. But the
captain had his hands tied — he would
have suffered the wrath of Major
McAllister if he refused. The adjutant
general is the approving authority for
everything in the Cav."
Specialist Trent described Captain
Mineweaser as a "fair guy" who appeared "bitter" over the orders.
The two men said they borrowed
phrases from the Silver Star citation
given to another general.
Private Olstad said that he had
borrowed only "catch-all phases" such
as "dynamic leadership," from the
other citation.
He said that he thought having
General Forrester deliver ammunition
and evacuate wounded was a "good
idea."
He Gives His Birthday
, "The guys needed a date for General
Forrester's
awards
Specialist
Kempkens said. "So I gave them June 9.
It is my birthday and my wife's birthday
too."
The incident was discussed by Colonel
Newman last Sunday.
"I am the villain in the piece," he said.
He added that he took the responsibility
because he had applied strong pressure
to get the recommendations in as soon as
possible. When he saw the document, the
colonel said, he was "elated".
"I accepted the statement," he went
on. "It read like a dream. Their
imagination was pretty typical. If you're
a working general here in combat
situations, you do these sorts of things
all the time. The truth is that General
Forrester could qualify for to or n
awards."
Colonel Newman said steps had been
taken to insure that nothing like the
incident would happen again. •
Colonel Newman said that the "one
absolve them of moral responsibility? be free of disruption and violence. That regrettable thing" would be that any
Certainly not those who explain away these problems originate outside the "conclusion would be drawn that
student violence as a consequence of university, that in a free society there Forrester was not worthy of it."
General Forrester received two Silver
objective social conditions. They are will always be major problems and
Stars
before this, according to a Defense
very vehement in their judgment of differences, that the function of a
Department
spokesman in Washington.
moral blame of others. Yet on their university is to study these problems
The
first
was
in July, 1968, on a previous
simplistic view of determinism, these and the function of our legislative intour
of
duty
in
South Vietnam, ami the
benighted racists are just as much stitutions to resolve them, are con- second in January,
1969. He also
"victims" of social and political cir- siderations completely ignored. It was received a Distinguished Flying Cross in
cumstances as the homicidal "idealists" this view that inspired the seizure of the June, I960, the spokesman said, i
of Madison, Boston, Rochester and Courant Institute last May and the
Official records of daily military
elsewhere.
demand that N.Y.U. pay $100,000 to the
actions
normally do not include mention
Understanding objective and social Black Panther Bail Fund under threat to of the actions of individuals, Colonel
conditions may throw some light on blow up its computer. When the demand Newman explained.
certain statistical regularities of group was refused, a burning fuse was laid to
"I assumed that they would have
behavior but by themselves they cannot ignite bombs placed in the computer, enough data," Colonel Newman said. "I
account for individual, personal actions. Great loss of life was narrowly averted found out subsequently that they did
For not all members of a group or class — by seconds!
not."
He said, however, that he accepted
behave in the same fashion under the
The most important elements in the
same conditions. Consequently the complex of causes of student violence and vouched for the validity of the two
important differences in the actions of are not objective social and political eyewitness statements attesting acts of
human beings cannot be accounted for conditions but the mistaken ideas and valor committed on June 9 by General
Forrester.
by a common condition.
ideological myths of militant extremists
One certificate was signed by the
Unless we declare the concept of and their faculty allies.
general's aide, Lieut. Robert F.
responsibility to be devoid of meaning —
Waggener Jr.
we cannot blunt our moral judgments of
Sidney Hook is Professor of
The other was signed by the general's
the behavior of arsonists and bomb- Philosophy at New York University and co-pilot, Warrant Officer Steven
throwers as well as those who incite author of "Academic Freedom and Murray.
them to such action. It is mealy mouthed Academic Anarchy." -His views on
He Read Recommendation
In an interview at Phuocvinh, in the
and hypocritical formally to disavow campus unrest have been widely ciroffice of Colonel Newman, Lieutenant
violence, and then add that its oc- culated by the White House.
Waggener gave his version of what
currence is perfectly natural, and
happened. He said that he had read the
presumably unavoidable/
recommendation for the Silver Star
Allied to the use of the double standard
written in Bienhoa. Lieutenant
is the contention that emphasis on
Waggener said that he had then orally
measures to restrain and punish
given "a few facts" to Lieut Col.
violence is to treat mere symptoms and
Thomas Brogan, the division's chief
to neglect the causes. This abandons the
personnel officer at Phocvinh, and then
signed a typed certificate.
common sense standpoint which
recognizes that the quest for causes By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
What he signed — and the similar
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 26, the 30lst
often cannot be undertaken unless the
day of 1970. There are 64 days left in the statement signed by Warrant Officer
symptoms are properly treated. Con- year.
Murray—describe the same events that
fronted by mass starvation, what senPrivate Olstad says he invented.
Today's highlight in history:
sible of compassionate person would
During the inquiry by The New York
say: "Let us first deal with causes"?
On this point, the report of the Nikita Khruschev said he had ordered' General Forrester's actions Army
Missiles withdrawn from Cuba, spokesmen have insisted however that
Scranton Commission cannot be faulted. Soviet
On this date
the valor medal is merited.
Its recommendations of intelligent and
In 1492, Christopher Columbus
Specialist Trent wrote the letter of
vigorous action to curb campus violence discovered Cuba.
protest and Private Olstad helped polish
at its first manifestation might have
In 16S6, Harvard College was founded it Theletter says: "Our office has inprevented the agonies many universities in Massachusetts.
formally agreed that an inquiry into the
experienced
legality
and ethics of the cited events is
In 1866, the Statue ef Liberty was
Another' expression of the double dedicated on B e o W s island in Now in order." The letter aura refers to "the
grave infraction of military policy and
standard on the campus is the revival of York harbor
abominable insult to the integrity and
the barbarous notion of "collective
In 1919, Congress overrode s veto by intelligence of all •
guilt." Today many who falsely regard President Woodrow WflSOQ and enacted
themselves as liberals subscribe to a prohibition.
Colonel Newman has given bis
form of collective guilt in holding the
In 1939, the bottom was falling oat of assurance that the enlisted men inuniversity responsible for the evils of the New York stock market.
society and citizens in present-day
In 1958, the Roman Catholic patriarch
society responsible for the evils of their of Venice was elected pope He took the
But he celled the actions of the men
nameofJohn XXIII
who wrote the letter "sanctimonious "
Ten years ago — The Nobel Peace
of the wont t pis odes of Pri ze Com m i tteesaid ft would withhold l A ^ t e r was "embarrass** sod
hi human history. It it at the the peace prise for i960 ,
General Forrrestsr was
net
heart of the belief that until the major
five years ago— U.S. planes made
questioned directly on his exploits in
social and foreign policy problems of the their first drop of propagan
" ^ P ^ *•«*•»• nt was "a modest
nation are solved, the campus will never
Hanoi, North Vietnam
man," Colonel Newman said.

By GLORIA EMERSON
Special to The New York Times
SAIGON, South Vietnam - The
United States Army has awarded a
Silver Star for valor to a general in
Vietnam based on a description of acts
of heroism in Cambodia that were invented by enlisted men under orders.
The decoration was presented last
Thursday to Brig. Gen. Eugene P.
Forrester, who was then assistant
division commander in the First
Cavalry Division (airmobile), at
division headquarters in Phuocvinh,
north of Saigon.
An Army spokesman has said that
General Forrester had not seen the
citation and that the general did.not
know that enlisted men had used more
imagination than facts to write it.
The 44-year-old general, who returned
from leave in the Philippines yesterday,
has not been available for comment. He
has assumed his new position in Saigon
as assistant chief of staff for the civil
operations and rural development
support.
Col. George Newman, chief of staff of
the First Cavalry, acknowledged last
Sunday, in Phuocvinh, that he had ordered the recommendation drafted in a
hurry so it could be presented before
General Forrester left the division.
Colonel Newman did not order it out of
knowledge of a specific act of valor, but
said that General Forrester had flown a
command helicopter in the Cambodian
operation and that he had frequently
heard how courageous the general was.
"I just assumed it was checked,"
Colonel Newman said. He added that he
wes new to his job as chief of staff with
Fourteen Distinguished Flying the division and that he had assumed
Crosses. The crosses, which rank just that the necessary data for the drafting
below the Silver Star, are presented for of a Silver Star citation would be
bravery in combat involving aerial collected in the usual manner, without
difficulty or delay.
flight.
The usual procedure normally inSeven Bronze Stars for valor. The
volved
getting eyewitness reports of one
Bronze Star with "V" device is conor
more
acts of heroism, with the dates
ferred for bravery in combat and ranks
and
details.
These reports are written up
below the Silver Star.
into
a
draft
that becomes the basis for
In addition, 50 of the 57 generals
the
citation,
and
the draft is submitted to
received the Distinguished Service
a
board
for
approval.
Medals for their tours in Vietnam. This
What Colonel Newman did not know,
medal is given for meritorious service in
a position of great responsibility. The he' said, was that the enlisted men were
required to draft a citation under a
service need not be in combat.
An officer in the awards branch of the deadline with no dates or any records of
Pentagon said he would be "very General Forrester's actions.
In the rush to abide by his orders,
skeptical" of any report that a general
had received an award to which he was however, the usual preliminaries went
by the board, although the Army cannot
not entitled.
"Generals are in a very delicate explain why it was not possible to collect
position," he said, "They have to be very eyewitness statements first.
Charges that the Silver Star citation
careful about what they do."
was
based on an improvised paper came
The officer acknowledged having
from
a group of enlisted men. They work
heard gossip about "battalion comin
the
Awards and Decorations Office,
manders' packets" — clusters of medals
adjutant
general's section, 15th Adthat the colonels who are in charge of
ministration
Company, of the division's
battalions are rumored to be awarded
rear
offices
in
an Army base camp at
regularly.
Bienhoa.
"But you always hear that kind of
Six men signed a letter dated Oct. 5
grumbling," he said. "Hell, the commander of an infantry battalion earns stating that personnel in the office were
required to "prepare a descriptive
those awards."

By ROBERT M.SMITH
Special to The New York Times
WASHINGTON — Almost half of the
Army generals who served in Vietnam
last year brought back medals for
bravery in combat. No more than 1 in 10
average servicemen got similar awards.
Army records show that 57 generals
returned from service in Vietnam in
1969. Of these, 26 received the Silver
Star, Distinguished Flying Cross or
Bronze Star for valor. After the Medal of
Honor and Distinguished Service Cross,
these awards are the highest
decorations for bravery in combat that
the Army confers.
According to the Army, roughly
945,000 American soldiersof aH ranks
returned from Vietnam in 1989. They
received a total of 36,002 Silver Stars,
Distinguished Flying Crosses or Bronze
Stars for valor.
The Defense Department made these
figures available in response to
questions from The New York Times. It
said it had compiled the list of awards to
generals from a review of personal data
cards in the General Officers Branch at
the Pentagon.
A Defense Department spokesman
also pointed out that seven generals had
been killed in the Vietnam war — one in
the Marine Corps, two in the Air Force
and four in the Army.
Details of Awards
The awards given to generals in 1969
— not all in Vietnam — break down as
follows:
Twelve Silver Stars. The Silver Star,
awarded for valor in combat, is the third
highest Army commendation.

In Laos, the North Vietnamese have
occupied about as much of the country
as they are interested in holding until the
Vietnam war is over, and a formal
ceasefire might enable them to move
more men south. In Cambodia, temporarily, a ceasefire would confirm
By SIDNEY HOOK
them as masters of half the countryside
Special to The N. Y. Times
— though the areas the government has
The
fall semester is in full swing
abandoned are almost uniformly
everywhere,
It
began
shortly
remote, sparsely populated, and not self.after
the
terrorist
bombing
at the
sufficient in basic foodstuffs. On the
other hand, a genuine ceasefire in University of Wisconsin took the life of
Cambodia would give General Lon Nol Robert Fassnacht, seriously injured
more time to prepare the army (which others, destroyed the life work of several
has made remarkable progress in the scientists, .and resulted in $6 million
past six months) and make traffic easier damages to buildings and equipment
Nowhere, however, has there been a
along major highways.
mass
outpouring of protest and
There is no point in a ceasefire that
denunciation
comparable in the slightest
does not pave the way to a settlement —
although it is fitting for an American degree to what occurred last May after
president to repeat that he would like to the tragic events at Kent and Jackson
stop the bloodletting. It is clearer than State. Flags were not lowered, protest
ever that there will be no political meetings were not convened, Chansolution to the war until one side or the cellors did not write the President exother has achieved a position of con- pressing deep concern. No funds were
clusive superiority in the field. That collected on campuses for the bereft
time is not yet On the ground it looks as widow and children of the slain scholar.
The events of last May were sponif there can be no middle way for South
taneous
in their irrationality. But the
Vietnam, and probably no middle way
havoc
wrought
at Madison was
for Indochina as a whole. The war has
premeditated
and
planned. It was
gone on too long, and enmities run too
executed
in
full
knowledge
that Sterling
deep. Even if it were possible to stop
shooting now, the silence would soon be Hall was occupied and with the acceptance of the high probability of
replaced by the clatter of reloading.
murder. Its deliberate character marks
it an act not of tragedy but of moral
infamy. Surely one was justified in
expecting that this outrage would have
provoked incandescent flares of protest
on
the campuses.
The Milwaukee Journal
Their failure to materialize should
With election near, most members of has dealt the president a devastating raise second thoughts about the
Congress want to prove that they are blow, voting 14 to 1 to shelve his
"spontaneous" character of the May
stern warriors against crime and progressive plan in favor of a pale demonstrations. To what extent were
disorder. The result is a burst of alternative. Nixon proposed that the they organized by militants who had
legislation — some of it sensible, some of unjust discrimination between the seized control of student organizations
it alarming— that expands police power working poor and the totally destitute be and student publications at so many
and toughens criminal penalties.
eliminated by guaranteeing a minimum
institutions? How explain the fact that
The same zeal, however, is generally income for all impoverished families.
not only the demands but the very
missing when it comes to root causes of
wording of the resolutions introduced at
lawlessness and unrest. A sad example There would be a work requirement, but
mass meetings from coast to coast were
is welfare reform. The present system is more importantly there would be
almost identical? Students may wen
not only a financial and administrative financial incentives to spur effort. While wonder whether their idealism and dismess, but often a moral disgrace. Too the plan was considered too costly by
satisfaction with American policies
frequently it demolishes dignity, conservatives and too skimpy by
were cynically exploited by the militant
deadens initiative and deepens the liberals, the basic principles are vital to
extremists of the New Left
despair that can one day explode out of a better welfare system. In the end, the
The character of some of the com-,
the barrel of a fun. It is no wonder that committee approved only a one year test ments on the outraged Madison in the
President Nixon made welfare reform of the plan in selected cities — even student press exhibits an element of the
though federal experiments with a
Ma top domestic legislative goal.
macabre. The violence is "explained"
similar concept already show it can
Yet the gsnate Finance Committee work.
at a natural result of frustrations, as the
product of objective social and political
-?—*•
m
••
conditions.
Thus, when it comes to wiretapping,
Those who talk and write this way
preventive detention and other nostrums would never dream of applying the same
for crime, Congress reveals a reckless kind of analysis to the violence of lynch
spirit, willing to trade chunks of mobs, of night-riding racialists, and of
SB William* Publisher
precious liberty for what it dimly the rednecks who stoned women and
beholds as "safety." But when it comes children at Little Rock. Their action,
G.H Nortl
to dealing with a major institutional too, o n be and has been "explained'
failure — one mat breeds misery and the result of Long frustration
J.F. Bertram
crime - timidity may well triumph. For behavior could just as legitimately be
only a remarkable turnabout in the attributed to the objective social and
Editor
SX
Senate can rescue welfare reform now. political conditions But would anyone
— — •

narrative of his supposed acts of valor, a
citation for these" imaginary act." The
letter was sent to the head of a
Congressional committee, with a copy to
the New York Times.
Pvt. James Olstad, 22, said yesterday
that he bad invented the acts because he
had had no choice.
The citation says that General
Forrester, while flying with a co-pilot in
his command helicopter on visual
reconnaissance on June 9, saw a ground
unit near Fire Support Base Bronco in
Cambodia under fire from the enemy.
The enlisted men said that they had
picked June 9 because one soldier said it
was his birthday. The Army has not
provided records showing where
General Forrester was on June 9 but
Colonel Newman said the general was
flying near the area of Fire Base
Bronco.
According to the citation, the
general's aircraft came under fire but
he remained in position to call in and
adjust artillery fire on the enemy
positions.
Citation on Casualties
The citation also commends him for
having delivered ammunition to the
ground unit near Bronco and for having
evacuated casualties from the ground
unit.
The enlisted men insist that all these
events were invented on the night of Oct.
4 after 9:30 P.M. under extreme
pressure.
"It is possible that Forrester could
have seen a lot of action," Private
Olstad said yesterday, "but he certainly
dii not see this action and the award he
accepted is for action that never
existed."
Private Olstad's version was
corroborated by two other enlisted men
— Specialist 4 Roy Trent, 22, and
Specialist 4 Richard Kempkens, 21.
In an interview, they said that Capt.
Louis B. Mineweaser came to the office
with orders that draft citations for two
awards be drawn up. There was a
deadline of 8 A.M. the next day.
Specialist Trent said.
The other decoration, which General
Forrester did not receive, was for the
Distinguished Flying Cross for valor.
Colonel Newman said that it was considered unnecessary since the general
was receiving the Silver Star for valor.
Captain Mineweaser told the soldiers,
they said, that the orders to draft the two
documents quickly had come from Maj.
L.H. Hodges, chief of the cavalry outfit's
personnel service division, and from
Maj. Max F. McAllister, executive officer of its adjutant general's section, in
Bienhoa.
When .interviewed on' the telephone
last Saturday, Major Hodges said he had
acted under orders but did not provide
details. Major McAllister was not
available last weekend for comment.
Colonel Newman said on Sunday that
he was speaking on behalf of Major
Hodges as well as for Major McAllister
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